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MIRROR SYSTEMS 

LECTURE 2: 

Malcolm R. Howells 

Center for X-ray Optics, Lawrence Berkeley Laboratory 

1 Cyclotron Road, Berkeley, California 94720 

1. iHTRODUCTION 

Mirrors have been the most important optical components for beam 

transport functions since the ~arliest days of the application of 

synchrotron radiation to spectroscopy. Originally they were made in 

the same way that mirrors were made for visible light applications, 

using a glass or fused silica substrate. With ~ gold or platinum 

coating and a suitable choice of grazing angle such mirrors gave 

satisfactory service as relay optics in the first generation of 

synchrotron radiation beamlines. 

As the technology of synchrotron radiation exploitation has become 

more sophisticated a number of developments have occurred which place 

increased demands on the performance of mirrors and it has become 

apparent in recent years that mirror performance must be included as a 

primary design factor in beamline planning. Modern synchrotron 

radiation sources particularly wigglers and undulators have much 

higher brightness than earlier ones. For the optical designer this 

brings the double challenge of requiring more precise focussing to be 

achieved in the presence of much higher photon beam power. In 

addition, modern sources are dedicated storage rings so one must also 

try to collect the largest possible solid angle by placing mirrors 

near the source and in its ultra high vacuum environment. 

The issues raised by these developments have been reviewed 

various authors espec-ially Rebn 
1-4 . 5 

and co-workers , Johnson , 

by 
6 Howells 

7 and Saille . In addition there have been three 8 workshops and 

1 f 
9 t . . . 1 b. severa con erences con a~n~ng mater~a on the su Ject. Beside the 
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effo~ts of synch~ot~on ~adiation scientists there have been pa~allel 
10-13 attempts by wo~ke~s in x-~ay ast~onomy , high powe~ lase~ technol-

14 15 16 ogy • and plasma diagnostics to imp~ove the pe~fo~ce of 

optical ~eflecting su~faces ope~ating in hostile ~vi~onments. 

Although a g~eat deal of p~og~ess has been made in imp~oving optical 

components, we must say that at th& p~esent time they a~e not keeping 

pace with the inc~eases in demand which in ce~tain cases a~e 

app~oaching the ultimate which is the diff~action limit. The only 

types of su~face which can p~esently be specified with ~eal confidence 

that the desi~ed su~face quality will be achieved a~e flats and 

sphe~es. All othe~. mo~e complex su~faces, have the potential fo~ 

being a limitation on beamline pe~fo~nce. Fo~ these ~easons, futu~e 

beamlines a~e likely to show a ~eve~sion to ea~lie~ p~actice which was 

to depend heavily on sphe~ical and flat su~faces especially fo~ 

~esolution-dete~ining optics. 

In this a~ticle we do not have space to discuss sophisticated mode~n 

developments in detail. The~fo~e we choose to concent~ate on basic 

mate~ial with extensive ~efe~nces to the ~ecent applications. 

2. THE REFLECTION PROCESS 

The physics of vuv and x-~ay ~eflection is the same as that of visible 

light and is fully cove~ed by classical -elect~omagnetic theo~ 

provided the ~efractive index of the ~eflector is specified. The main 

difference in practice is caused by the fact that the ~eal pa~t of the 

~efractive index is usually less than unity so that total reflection 

at a vacuum/mate~ial interface takes place on the vacuum side. In 

addition absorption is almost always impo~tant so the refractive 

indices and reflection and transmission coefficients fo~ the wave 

amplitude are complex. The most useful treatment of this process for 

us is that of Born and Wolf17 . We summa~ise the conclusions of 

these authors below. 

Consider an infinite plane wave of unit amplitude incident at 

angle e to the no~l of an infinite plane inte~face between vacuum 

and a material of refractive index n : n-ik. Suppose the elect~ic 

vector of the wave is perpendicular to the plane of incidence i.e. we 

consider s (that is o) pola~isation and further, suppose the 

.•. 
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~efleeted amplitude r 8 is given by 

r • P ei+s 
s s 

so that 
2 lr I = s 

+ is the phase change on reflection. 
s 

R we have 
s 

{cos9-u)2 + v2 

{cos9+u)2 + v2 

tan +s = 2v cose 

and 

1 

u =)- [ Q + JQ2+4n2k2]2". 

1 

v = ~ [ Q - {Q2+4n2k2] 2" 

Similarly for p (that i~ •> polarisation we get 

Then using 

Rp = 1Ppl 2 = 
[(n2-k2) cose - uJ 2+ {2nkcose + vJ 2 

{1) 

{2) 

(3) 

(4) 

(5) 

(6) 

(8) 

There are also four corresponding equations -for the transmitted 
18 

amplitudes. These can be up to twice the incident amplitude 

leading to a maximum for the transmitted intensity of four times 

incident. In the direction perpendicular to the interface the 

transmitted intensity decays -exponentially with distance with lie 

penetration z1/e given by 

Z - ~ 1/e - 4.v 

where k is the wavelength. 

(9) 

To illustrate the reflection process we show in fig. 1 the intensity 

reflectance, intensity transmittance and the phase change on 

reflection for nickel for four wavelengths ranging from the x-ray to 

the vuv. Visible differences between s and p polarisation only appear 

for the longest of the four wavelengths. In fig. 2 we show the 

reflectance of nickel in the soft x-ray region according to Henke.
19 

We note the bad effect of the nickel LII,III edges around 860eV. 

Allowing for practical matters such as ease of deposition, chemical 

stability plus the reflectance characteristics, a relatively small 
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Fig 1. Curves of transmittance (1), phase change on reflection (2) 
and reflectance (3) for nickel as a function of grazing angle. 
The vertical line indicates the critical angle. The graphs 
refer to the following wavelengths and refractive indices 
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Fig 2. Reflectance curves for nickel as given by Henke (reference 19) 
for the soft x-ray region. 
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~umbe~ of mate~ials have become impo~tant as ~flective coatings fo~ 

'min:-o~s. Fo~ ou~ PU!:"POSes the impo~tant ones a~e: 

Ilea~ uv < lOeV MgF2 coated Al, Au 

vuv 10-lOOeV Au, Pt, Os, SiC*, 

Soft x-~ay 100-3000eV Au, Pt, Hi, Cr, Rh, 

I-~ay 3000-.20, OOOeV Au, Pt, Hi, Rh, 

·*Silicon 
20 . 

be used as substrate well as the ca~bide would as 

~eflecting surface. 

3. MIRROR FUNCTIONS 011 SYNCHROTRON BEAKLIHES 

The main functions of mir~o~s in synch~otron beamlines are as follows: 

(i) Deflec.tion: achieves separation of diffe~ent beamlines 
. . . 

derived f~om the same po~t. allows manipulation of floo~ space 

occupancy. 

(i.i) Filt~ation: fo~ a given incidence angle highe~ photon energies 

a~e absorbed, lower ones ~fleeted. This is based on the existence of 

a critical angle at each ene~gy (see fig 1). The cut off occu~s 

roughly when Sine - n whe~e n is a function of photon ene~gy. 

(iii) Powe~ absorption: specially designed wate~ cooled power 

abso~bing mi~rors (which a~ generally expensive and are p~ferably 

not ~solution-determining) can be used to p~otect more fragile 

uncooled optical systems which may be ~esolution-determining. This is 

particularly necessary if VUV/soft x-~ay experiments must be done 

using a source with a la~ge ha~d x-ray output. 

(iv) Condensation: i.e. forming a ~-eal image of the source (or a 

real image of a ~eal image of it). Condensing mirrors relay light 

from the source to the entrance slit of a monochromator or from the 

exit slit of a l'l\onochromator to a sample. They are not resolution 

determining. 

(v) Focusing: for plane grating monochromators there must be a 

"camera" mirror which· focuses the angularly dispersed light from the 

grating into the exit slit plane. Fo~ imaging systems (reflection 

microscopes or microprobes) one again has mirr~rs which focus to the 

focal plane of the system. In both these cases the wavelength (or 

spatial) resolution of the device is determined by the image quality 

of the mirror. 
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(vi) Collimation: i.e. ~ende~ing divergent litht pa~allel. This 

is desi~able when the divergence angle of syReh~otron ~adiation is 

~~eate~ than the ~oeking eu~e width of a monoch~omato~ crystal o~ to 

give pa~allel light to illuminate a plane g~ating. Eithe~ way the 

_ collimato~ is ~esolution-determining. 

All mi~~o~s ca~ry out mo~ than one of these functions and the 

·designe~s task is to achieve the desi~ed ~esult as simply as possible. 

In many of the functions one would like to achieve point to point 

imaging (eithe~ o~ both points could be at infinity). To accomplish 

this we ~eeognise that ellipsoids and pa~aboloids of revolution can, 

in theory, image a single point (the axial point) pe~fectly fo~ any 

chosen g~azing angle. Othe~ points a~e imaged with abe~~ations but, 

in p~actice, fo~ cases othe~ than the x-~ay mie~oseope, the abe~~ations 

a~e usually negligible and one would be very happy to use an ideal 

ellipsoid o~ pa~aboloid of ~evolution. Howeve~. these su~faces a~e 

very difficult to make with sufficiently pe~fect figu~e and finish and 

to get bette~ tole~ances (and equivalently, lowe~ p~ices) one becomes 

interested in surfaces which app~oximate ellipsoids or pa~aboloids of 

~evolution but which are easie~ to make. The most important of these 

is the "bicyc.le ty~e to~oid". Another important st~ategy is to use 

two focusing mirrors to separately focus in the horizontal and vertical 

directions in the manner of the Kirkpatrick-Baez X-ray Microscope. 

This has the advantage that the horizontal and vertical magnifications 

can be chosen independantly and that the reflecting surfaces can be 

spherical. This type of design is likely to be used in the future 

because the ext~eme tolerances that will be needed may be achievable 

only on spherical surfaces. 

4. METHODS OF FABRICATION 

The traditional method of fabr-ication of optical surfaces which has 

been used in various forms for centuries is still the most important 

one for synchrotron radiation beamlines. The method is based on the 

ability of a polishing slurry and a soft tool made of pitch moving 

with a pseudo-random motion to apply a sort of averaging process to an 

initially approximately spherical surface. The effect is that the 

surface becomes more and more exactly spherical. This works well for 
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-flat and spherical surfaces and can, in the right hands .give good 

results22 for all the important substrate materials i.e. glass, 

fused silica, silicon~arbide, copper~ aluminum, molybdenum, beryllium 

(and their alloys) and electroless nickel. The latter is a chemically 

coated form of amorphous nickel which is usually applied as a coating 

about • 05-.5 mm thick. A variant on t·he above process 'known as "super-
21 polishing" must be applied in order to get the high quality finish 

needed for synchrotron radiation optics and this works well only for 

glass, fused silica, silicon carbide and electroless nickel out of 

those listed above. This is the reason why metal mirrors are usually 

coated with electroless nickel. 

In order to get f1nal correction of spherical surfaces or to make 

aspheric surfaces it is necessary for a craftsman to utilize a 

measurement, correction loop to achieve a specified surface figure. 

The traditional methods of visible light interferometry
23 

supply the 

needed measurement step in this process. However, these methods tend 

to fail as one moves from normal incidence toward grazing incidence 

and consequently both manufacture and inspection of grazing incidence 

optics has always been a somewhat inaccurate business. 24 This has 

often not mattered or not been discovered since the customer usually 

had even less measurement ability than the fabricator. However for 

planned synchrotron light sources one would like to have surfaces of 

1-10 ~radian accuracy. This is fairly standard for spherical 
25 optics but not yet attained for grazing incidence aspherics. The 

better manufacturers can achi~ve tolerances in the range 10-100 

~radian. Toroids tend to be better than conics and smaller optics 

better than larger. 

Another approach to fabricating difficult grazing incidence surfaces 

is to buy a cylindrically surfaced mirror and bend it26 to get a 

toroidal or similar sue-face. This is often done mainly to save money 

(which it generally does not) and its impact on surface toler~nces is 

usually not determined. The approach does give some control over the 

mirror surface and with enough degrees of freedom one could probably 

achieve better tolerances than with a rigid mirror. However such 

"adaptive optics" 27 methods are used in various astronomical and 
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military applications and are known to produce good tolerances only at 

very high cost . 

5 . TYPES OF IKPKRFECTIOII 

5.1 Aberrations 

Even a perfect mirror produces an aberrated image except, perhaps, 

for a single point in the object field. The effect of aberrations can 

be studied either analytically by calculating the optical path func

tion, as is done for diffraction gratings5 •28 (mirrors are a special 
29 

case of gratings) or by exact ray tracing. One cannot do serious 

beamline design without a good ray trace program but it must be noted 

that such programs do not invent beamline designs. They merely 

evaluate them. 

5.2 Surface figure inaccuracy 

Departures from the ideal surface are usually divided into those 

with a transverse width scale greater than about lmm and those which 

are smaller than that. The larger ones can often be measured by 

interferometry and are called "fi-gure errors" and the smaller must be 

measured differently (see next section) and are called "roughness". 

In either case the first step for the designer is to establish 

tolerances which will guarantee proper function. The art is to 

conceive a system which uses realistic materials-and fabrication 

methods and has tolerances which are not only achievable in practice 

but which can be achieved and verified within the available budget. 

The practical limitations on mirror choices and tolerances turn out to 

be one of the primary factors determining the type of beamline one 

chooses to build. 

The way to establish tolerances is to think in termS of geometrical 

rays and consider each element of the mirror as a "ray steering" 

device. For mirrors which image the source the effect of a slope 

error on the mirror is a shift in the apparent point of origin of a 

ray in the source plane relative to its actual point of origin. For 

example if we take a shift of a quarter of the source width as 

tolerable then the mirror surface slope tolerance in the plane of 

incidence would be an eighth of the angular subtense of the source at 
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Fig 3. Mirror surface tolerances: suppose there are slope errors A.r 
in the plane of incidence and As in the sagittal plane. 
Apparently 2Ar=-As 'lc' =As/c as ·explained in the text. For the 
sagittal plane (right hand picture) 2As=-As'/r'8=As/re 
which is larger by a factor e-1 
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Fig 4. surface profile and power spectrum foe a good quality glass 
surface. The finish parameters ace given in the text for 
various bandwidths 
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the mi~~o~ in that plana. This can be a sub a~c second tole~ance but 

if it is not achieved the effective sou~ce size will inc~ease which is 

equivalent to a loss of b~ightness. Howeve~. it is impo~tant to note 

that in the plane pe~ndicula~ to the plane of incidence the 

tole~ances a~e la~ge~ (easie~) by a facto~ of one ove~ the g~azing 

angle. This is explained in fig. 3. The effect is that the 

t~ansve~se tole~ances a~e usually vecy easy and fo~ the impo~tant 

class of ve~tically ~eflecting x-~ay mi~~~s we must conside~ the 

mi~~o~s to be always pe~fect in the ho~izontal plane. 

5.3 Roughness 

With p~esent day inst~entation30 .it is possible to ·t~ace out the 

su~face p~ofile of a mi~~or ove~ about a lmm scan with height 

~esolution less than 51 and. resolution parallel to the scan of about 

1~. This surface profile is a sample function of a random p~ocess 

which gives a desc~iption of the quality of the surface finish of the 

mirror and can be used to p~dict the amount and angular distribution 

of the scattered light. 31 The latte~ can, in bad cases, lead to 

serious blur~ing of the ideal image. In orde~ to get a parameter that 

attempts to cba~acte~ise the surface finish one can compute the r.m.s. 

height (o) of the su~face p~ofile. Howeve~ this pa~ameter is not 

simply related to the function of the mirror because of bandwidth32 

effects. We should consider the surface roughness to be a Fourie~ 

supe~osition of many diffe~ent spatial f~equencies each of which is 

visualised as a sinusoidal diffraction grating. The highest frequency 

gratings give the largest scatter-ing angles as determined by the 

g~ating equation. Wow in any application the~e will be a low f~equency 

1 imit f . which causes such small scatter-ing angles that they are 
m1n 

indistinguishable from perfect performance. Similarly there will be a 

high frequency limit f llow unless the profile was measured with max 
the bandwidth limits f min and f app rop ~ ia t e to the application 

max 
the ~.m.s. profile height will not be a useful indicate~ of 

pe~formance. One can ~eadily show this by computing o values with 

diffe~ent bandwidth limits f~om the same data set.
33 

One often gets 

orders of magnitude change fo~ diffe~ent choices of f . and m1n 
f 

max 
Thus o values quoted as approp~iate fo~ visible light 

.• 
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optical system performance and measured by visible light scattering 

-often have the wrong bandwidth limits to be a valid indicator of x-ray 

performance. The spatial wavelengths that must be included for x-ray 

work that are usually not ·included in visible light work are roughly 

those in the region 10-1000l!m (sometimes called "ripple"). 

This is all most unfortunate because visible ,light scattering is the 

only easy and cheap method of surface finish measurement. However now 

that inst~entation for measuring surface profiles with a ~ufficiently 
34 wide bandwidth for most x-ray work can be bought commercially we can 

expect to see gradual improvement in techniques for polishing x-ray 

optical surfaces and the development of a rational basis for specify

ing and inspecting surface finish. The surface shown in fig. 435 is 

a good one and has 
-1 f . ( l!m) m1n 

.083 

.0008 

.0008 

o values as follows 
-1 f ( l!m) .c~(A.) max 

-286 0.9 

.082 3.2 

.. 286 3.4 

m(mrad) 

.104 

.048 

.115 

(high frequency) 

(low frequency) 

(profilometer 

limited) 

About lOA is a reasonable choice at the present time for a wide band 

o value that can be achieved. However, we cannot predict performance 

quantitatively without at least one more parameter. Ultimately, what 

we would like to know is the r.m.s. angular width of the scattering 

distribution (66) which is given by 

66 = m>.. 
21r<1 

where m is the r.m.s. slope and >.. refers to the photons. The 

. . bl f h f'l 36 
parameter m ts dertva e rom t e pro 1 e. 

5.4 Degradation due to use 

The main degradation of beamline optical surfaces is due to 

contamination by a carbonaceous37 overlayer. This gives lower 

reflecting effici~ncies and unwanted structure in the wavelength 

dependance of the reflectance. There is also evidence that there is a 

t . t f h . 39 cer atn amoun o roug entng. Th . . . t 38 . d t . d e contamtnatton ra e 1s e enmtne 

by the rate of emission of photoelectrons (and hence by the incident 

flux) and the partial p~essure of whichever carbon containing molecules 

are responsible. The only full solution is to remove the carbon layer 
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eithe~ by wet chemist~ fo~ mirrors made from chemically inert sub

strates such as fused silica or silicon carbide or else by oxidation 
40 41 

by oxygen atoms in an R.F. discharge. ' Partial solutions are to 

recoat the surface over the top of the carbon layer (possibly in situ) 

or to use large optical surfaces with several working areas. 

Othe~ fo~ of degradation have been obse~ed including both ~eve~s

ible and ir~eve~sible swelling due to non-thermal dam&&e by ionising 

~adiation. 42 
This is particularly p~oblematical with fused silica 

and ze~odur mirro~s. The most impo~tant th~eat of permanent damage to 

mi~~o~s. however, is due to photon beam thermal loading and to this we 

now turn. 

6. PHOTON BEAK THERMAL LOADING 

6.1 Calculating the The~al load 

The power ·-and power density in a synchrotron ~adiation beam can be 

calculated by integrating the synch~ot~on radiation spectrum over 

f~equency. This has been done fo~ the gene~al case only rather 

~ecently by K.J. Kim
43 

whose results we summarise below. Consider 

an undulator with maximum angular deflection K/y where y is the 

electron beam ene~gy in units of the electron ~est energy. LetB 
0 

be the peak magnetic field, 

N the numbe~ of periods and 

~ the period, I the electron cu~rent, 
0 

PT the total output power. Then 

Whe~e Z = 377 
0 

•NZ0 Iecy2K2 
3X 

0 

ohms, the impedance 

charge and c the velocity of light. 

In practical units 

of free space, e is the electronic 

PT = 0.633 E
2

(GeV) L(m) l(A) s!(T) kW 

The on-axis power density is given by 

where 

dP I 21 PT G(K) 
(m on. = 4..- _g_.2K 

aXlS y y 

G(K) = K[K6+~4+4K2+~] 
(l+K2)7/2 

or in practical units 

~~ I = 10.84 B0 (T) E4(GeV) l(A) N G(K) W/mr2 
~~ on. 

aXlS 

.. 
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Hotice that G(K)~l as K becomes larser than about unity. Kim also 

gives the angular distributions in the form 

d2p = dP I on fK(y6,l'll) 
ded• em axis 

where e is the horizontal angle and • the vertical and fK(O,O)=l. 

Fig~ 5 shows fK(O,~) and fK(y6,0) for various values of K. 
. 44 

The vertical distribution is fairly well approximated by a 

Gaussian with standard deviation 0.61/y. 

6.2 General Principles
50 

There is no single, typical geometry in which synchrotron radiation 

falls on mirror surfaces but the use of small grazing angles tends to 

give a "footprint" in the shape of a narrow line. Consider a line of 

length L and width W of power input to a surface and suppose cooling 

is at a distance R>>W. Then for a material with conductivity k we 

might assume cylindrical heat flow and get for the temperature rise 6T 

6T = Q loge(R/W) 
'l'kL 

Although this is a highly i~ealised ease we see already the important 

conclusion that the temperature rise is not simply a function of the 

power density but of the power input per unit length. In fact the 

power density alone is never sufficient to characterise a the~l 

problem. In the present example we expect heat to flow away from the 

line of input and cause reasonably large temperature gradients and 

slope errors in the transverse direection. We would expect to be able 
I 

to analyse the situation to a good approximation with a two dimensional 

heat transfer calculation. Conversely in the longitudinal direction 

if L is very large we expect to see approximately linear heat flow and 

if the heat load is truly constant along L we expect to see no 

temperature gradients and no slope errors in that direction, except at 

the ends. If there were slight departures from the constant value of 

the heat load along L we expect slope errors given by 45 

t2Q dD 
"""K ax Slope = 

i.e. proportional to the derivitive of the power density and to Q/k 

(t is the thickness). k/Q is in fact the thermal distortion figure 

of merit for materials. 

w 
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We have so far overlooked a possibly important fact: that our slab 

of material with a temperature difference AT across it, may, if it 

is free enough to move become longer at the top than the bottom by an 

amount LGAT. Therefore, the strain would be oAT and the stress 

&oAT. Obvi~usly we can prevent the mirror bending by suitable 

stiffening but the mirror material must still be subject to a stress 

&oAT (or something similar depending on the exact constraints and 

the Poissons ratio). 

Given the great difference in response between the transverse and 

longitudinal directions we recognise a helpful ~orrespondance with 

surface tolerances which are often looser (see Section 5. 2) in ·the 

transverse direction (where slope errors tend to be worse) and tighter 

in the longitudinal direction where thermal distortion tends to be 

less. This is based on the idea that the derivitive of the power 

density is the main driver of slope errors. 

Let us consider some magnitudes. Suppose the total power is 7kW. 

. t 5 1 . 1 46 . h Th1.s corresponds o the 4 po e w-1gg er on SPEAR w1t parameters 

set for hig~st power output. Suppose we remove all of this heat by 

water flow with a temperature rise of 20°C. The needed flow rate is 5 

liters per minute. This is a modest flow rate. Therefore, getting 

the heat out is not the problem. 

Now suppose we have a copper mirror with a AT of 100°C. Eo6T in 

this case is 28,400 pounds per square inch. To see if this is in the 

safe range we show in fig. 6 the fatigue/stress relation for oxygen 
47 4 5 free copper. We see that for 10 or 10 cycles which is a 

reasonable estimate for the lifetime of a synchrotron radiation 

beamline optic, 28,400 pounds per square inch is not in the safe range 

and might lead to cracking or some other form of failure.
48 

6.3 Summary on thermal loading 

o It -is easy to get the heat out and this is not the problem 

0 Even for moderate AT's thermal st~esses can be a problem 

o The surface slope errors due to the~l distortion are often 

associated with a large spatial rate of change in the applied 

power density 

o Distortion is minimised by using materials with high k/o 

o The best materials from a stress point of view are those with 
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the highest value of o k/Bu whe~e o is the 0.1~ y y 
yield st~ess 

o The objective of design wo~k is to ~emove the heat in such a 

way that the st~ess is in the safe ~ange (achieved by 

cont~olling 6T) and the su~face slope e~~o~s a~e within 

tole~ance 

o Low values of 6T ~e most easily achi~ved by applying 

cooling at a distance less than the small~st dimension of the 

beam footpdnt 

6 .. 4 Compute~ modelling of the~l loading 

In o~de~ to calculate the 6T's, st~sses and disto~tions a~ising 

in p~actical geomet~ies for cooling mi~~o~s it is almost always 

necessa~ to use nume~ical techniques. Since thermal analysis is 

impo~tant in many b~anches of enginee~ing the~e is an extensive 

litet>ature on the subject and universal computer programs are sold 

commercially by which any ·chosen geometry can be analysed. These 

p~ograrns use the so called "finite element method" of analysis which 

is based on the use of a mesh of disc~ete points to model the system. 

Information must be p~ovided to define bounda~ conditions (heat input 

and output to and f~om the system at mesh points on the system 

boundaries) and the p~g~am then computes the temperatu~e. stress and 

displacement at each point in the mesh. Two dimensional finite 

elemen~ calculations are gene~ally quite ~utine and inexpensive but 

three dimensional calculations become ve~ expensive if a large number 

of mesh points are ~equired. 

As an example of this technique we show a two dimensional 

"Calculation (fig 6) which is taken from the work of DiGennaro. 49 

6.5 Generalised solution of a heated mirror problem 

We consider the problem of a heat load which is applied uniformly 

along the length of a long, narrow mirror. The applied power 

distribution is approximately Gaussian in the transverse direction 

with standard deviation o = bR. Cooling i~ provided by a single 

ci~cular water cooling channel of radius R separated from the mirror 

surface by a minimum distance aR. The geometry is thus fully 

cha~acterised by the parameters a and b, R being merely a scale factor. 

We now conceive some "natural units" for the interesting parameters. 
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The natu~al unit fo~ the tempe~atu~e ~ise 6TAB {see fig 7) is 6Tlin 

which is the tempe~atu~e rise that would occu~ between A and B fo~ the 

powe~ ~ensity applied at A, the distance AB and the conductivity of 

the mate~ial in question if the heat flow we~e linea~. The natu~al 

unit fo~ the st~ess is Ea6T1. and fo~ the maximum slope e~~o~ is 
1n 

6lAB/o whe~e 6lAB is the g~owth in AB that would occu~ if a length 

AB we~e heated by 6Tlin i.e. 6lAB = QRQ6Tlin giving aa6Tlin/b 

fo~ the unit of st~ess. The ~eason fo~ inventing natu~al units is so 

that ~esults can be plotted as unive~sal curves which a~e good fo~ all 

mate~ials and powe~ loadings. We give some ~esults of finite element 

calculations (again from DiGenna~o) in fig. 8 p~esented as unive~sal 

curves. The assumption in all these calculations is that wate~ flow 

conditions a~e the same and co~~espond to 20ft/sec flow with film 

coefficient .023 W/ma?/°K. The wate~/mate~ial inte~face is not 

taken as isothermal but, ~athe~, ~ealistic calculated values fo~ the 

heat t~ansfe~ ~ates a~e used~ 
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0.243 (see inset diagram). All these quantities are expressed 
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